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Roman Shades
Designed For Your Lifestyle.
The Trevi® Collection of Roman shades by Tiger Window Fashions
combine the soft look of traditional fabric-fold roman shades that
stack smoothly and evenly when raised with the operating ease and
convenience of modern operating systems.
The Trevi® Collection of Roman Shades oﬀers a wide array of
unique fabrics and fabric styles, including silk, cotton and linen,
diﬀerent levels of light control, and when combined with our four
shade styles, you can choose to bring an elegant, traditional look to
your home or a more modern contemporary and relaxed
appearance.
Control your shade with traditional cord-lock or
bead-chain controls or with updated operating
systems including child-safe cordless options and
hands-free app controled Automate™ motorization.
Automate™Advanced
Motorization Technology
Compatability
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Piatto (Flat Style)

Flat Roman Shades are perfect for large, bold or
striped patterns. The ﬂat folds have no stitching
that would interfere with the patterns and the
result is a tailored look that is perfect for a clean
modern proﬁle.
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Create Custom Roman Shades Designed For Your
Lifestyle with the Trevi® Collection of Roman Shades
from Tiger Window Fashions.
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Classico (Classic Style)

Ribs are rigid dowels that support the sharp folds
and pleats of a Roman or Hobbled shade. These
ribs are placed in a pocket on the shade.

Window
Attachments:
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Inverso (Reverse Classic Style)

Pockets on the back of the shade hold support rods
and form attractive seams on the front of the shade.
Binded Pleat shades are not recommended with
fabrics that have a pattern. They work best with
solid or textured fabrics.

Cascata (Waterfull Style)

Soft ﬂowing traditional folds that ripple down the face of
the shade are usually called waterfall or hobbled roman
shades. The ﬂowing into the next fold creates a rich
fullness to the look. They are also known as looped or
teardrop shades.
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